
New Global Connections

The discoveries and inventions of the Renaissance spilled over into a 
grand age of Geograhic Discovery.

Let’s look at the Geography as the people of the time thought about it.



Global Connections

The Geography of the “known” world at the time of the Renaissance



The Age of Exploration in the Renaissance - Timeline



New Global Connections

Causes of Exploration

Some say it is as simple as the three G’s:

Gold

God

Glory



New Global Connections
While Europeans had Traditions of Trade, such as:

- Silk Road to China (Spices)

- Post-Crusades trade experience (exposed to luxury goods)

They used Overland Routes which were slow (& dangerous):

- Growing European Population hungry for more

- Spice Trade (Medicines and Perfume)

- Money to be made by trade

They wanted faster and cheaper access to trade!



New Global Connections

There are several trends which encourage exploration

1) Increased Cartography = practice of Mapmaking

There are new navigational devices:

2) The Arabs improve the Astrolabe; helped to navigate using latitude 
and the position of the sun and stars

3) Larger and Better ships were being built



New Global Connections

The Portuguese are the first to venture out to explore:

Prince Henry the Navigator– maps the African coast

- Wants to convert the local tribes to Christianity, 

- Looking for Gold, and

- A faster and easier way to reach Asia

Henry dies on 1460, but the Portuguese are working their way south



The age of Discovery – Routes of the Major Explorers



New Global Connections

The Portuguese build forts along the coast of Africa as waystations

They begin trading – guns, tools and cloth in exchange for gold, ivory, 
animal skins and slaves

By 1488 they had made it around the southern tip of Africa

- Started to take over Arab trade routes

- Built a trading empire

In 1497, Vasco De Gama, another Portuguese – travels around Africa 
and reaches India, establishes trade there



New Global Connections

Christopher Columbus (Italian) – sponsored by Spanish Patrons 
(Ferdinand and Isabella (king and queen)

Decides sailing west would shorten the trip to India

Portuguese refuse to sponsor Columbus, but Spanish are willing

After about 2 months of sailing Columbus believes he has found the 
West Indies (Islands around India) – Actually landed in the Caribbean



New Global Connections

A German cartographer (mapmaker) uses the descriptions of voyages 
to the new world by explorer made by Amerigo Vespucci (an Italian).

He labels these new places on the map as North and South America –
or  “America”, the areas that Vespucci explored and described



New Global Connections

The English, Dutch and French get into the exploration game

They are looking for a way through or around the Americas to get to 
the East

- Northwest Passage (through modern Canada)

- Isthmus of Panama (narrow strait separating North and South 
America

Ferdinand Magellan (Portuguese)is the first to circumnavigate the 
globe – takes three years but makes it around the world



New Global Connections

Competition for control of these New World discoveries begins

One result is the Treaty of Tordesillas (1494)

Spain and Portugal find a demarcation (separation) line  to divide up 
the New World

- Spain gets everything to the WEST of the line

- Portugal gets everything to the EAST



The Treaty of Tordesillas



New Global Connections – 11.3

Many Europeans are interested in the New World – North and South 
America

The Europeans (including Columbus) began to take advantage of the native 
people

- Killing those that resisted

- Seizing their land and wealth

- Taking some back to Europe (Spain)

Conquistadors – Conquerors arrived from Spain to control other parts of the 
Americas (taking their gold and making them convert to Catholicism)



New Global Connections – 11.3

There are millions of Native Americans, but only a few hundred Spanish 
that come over on ships.

How can they possibly defeat them?

1) Weapons – Guns and Cannons vs. Spears and Bows and Arrows

2) Horses – Good for travel and battle

3) Disease – The two cultures had never met and did not share the 
same immunity

This killed off 50 – 90% of the Native Americans



New Global Connections – 11.3

Spanish explorers/conquerors (mostly about conquest):

Hernan Cortez – Spaniard living in Cuba in the early 1500’s

Spanish form alliances with enemies of the Aztecs

(1519) Cortez wants to capture the rich Aztec city of Tenochtitlan (what 
becomes Mexico City, Mexico) which is ruled by Moctezuma – the 
Aztec King

(1521) Cortez returns after disease kills many of the Aztecs



New Global Connections – 11.3

Native Americans forced to work for the Spanish – killing thousands 
through overwork and disease

When labor ran short to mine and work the plantations, workers were 
brought from Africa  leading to growth in the African slave trade

Social Class – there was a definite order: But also blending of cultures!

Highest - Those born in Spain 

Children of Spanish immigrants (creoles)

Mixed descent (native and Spanish)

Lowest - Mulattoes (African and Spanish)



Effects of Spanish Colonization?

1. Spain becomes THE world Power in the 1500’s (great wealth)

2. Native American tribes are greatly diminished (disease, death)

3. World become more connected through exploration and trade

4.Cultural diffusion



French Exploration of North America

Who are the first 
explorers
to reach what is 
now Illinois?
The French-
Pierre Marquette 
and Louis Joliet



English Exploration of North America

John Cabot (Venetian) sailing for England in 1497
- Still looking for a passage to India (farther north)
- Finds the Atlantic coast of North America  claims it for England

English first settle In Jamestown (Virginia) in 1607 – settlement abandoned

Plymouth (Mass.) – Pilgrims arrive in 1620 
- They are protestants opposed to the Church of England

Pilgrims sign the Mayflower Compact – an agreement for how they will govern 
these new lands
- Many English follow



French and English in North America

Spain rules South America by sending leaders who report back to the 
king

English tradition is different (remember the Magna Carta)

They are more self-regulated (self-ruled) than the Spanish colonies, 
leading to more democracy, due to:

- Christian ideals

- Greek/Roman tradition of democracy

- English tradition of representation in government



The Slave Trade – section 11.5

Slavery had existed since the early civilizations we studied, including the 
Persians, Greeks, Romans and Muslims

As Native Americans die off from disease there was a shortage of manpower 
to work the fields and mines. To find more labor, Europeans begin trading 
African slaves

- Usually defeated African tribes were sold into slavery by other African tribes

- Eventually millions of Africans were brought to the Americas as slaves





The Triangular Trade
The slave trade was part of 3-way (Triangular Trade) arrangement:

1. The 1st leg  Europeans bring European goods to Africa – guns, 
cloth, money; which is exchanged for Slaves

2. The 2nd leg, also known as the Middle Passage  The slaves were 
taken to the Americas.  Once there, the slaves were traded for 
goods only available in North and South America; furs, sugar, 
molasses, fish, etc., not as widely available in Europe.  

3. The 3rd leg  These trade goods were taken back to Europe and sold 
for profits. Profits used to start the process over again.



The Slave Trade

The slave trade is inhumane from start to finish:

- Once taken in Africa, slaves are marched to the European ships 
on the coast

- They marched in chains and then were held in pens until the 
ships arrived; many died before even leaving Africa

- On the ships they were packed in tightly, with minimal food and 
often sick from disease; to then be sold upon arrival in the 
Americas

Slavery was banished in England in 1807, but not until the 1860’s in the U.S. 
and not until the 1880’s in Brazil.





Age of Exploration

The Columbian Exchange:

One final example of cultural diffusion:

Starting with Columbus an exchange of food and animals (and disease) begins

- Corn, tomatoes and potatoes become important foods in Europe

- The Europeans bring grapes, bananas and wheat to the Americas

- They also bring cattle, pigs, goats, chickens and horses



The Columbian Exchange

There are vast movements of:

- Food and trade goods

- Ideas mix (European, Native American and African)

Changes:

 Language

Culture

Religion

Commerce 



The Columbian Exchange


